Assignment of a Unique System Identifier

To utilize the Kindergarten Readiness Assessment’s KReady system, each Kindergarten student will need a unique system identifier assigned to them by the school in which they are enrolled.

Your school can create unique system identifiers by assigning your school’s four-letter code, followed by five school assigned numbers.

Your school’s code is in the Nonpublic School Code spreadsheet located on the Documents and Forms webpage.

Example 1:

Assigned code for Nonpublic School 1 = ABCD
Student = Matthew Andrew Smith
School Assigned Student Number = 12345
Unique Student Identifier = ABCD12345

Example 2:

Assigned code for Nonpublic School 2 = EFGH
Student = Jolene Marie Jones
School Assigned Student Number = 00001
Unique Student Identifier = EFGH00001

Your school should keep record of the unique system identifier for each student who participates in the Kindergarten Readiness Assessment as they can be used for Ohio’s State Tests in the future.

Questions?

Office of Early Learning & School Readiness
Curriculum & Assessment Team
KRAHelp@education.ohio.gov